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ABSTRACT
Student teams in software engineering courses are taught many processes to make collaboration easier, yet it is challenging to know if these processes are being followed when teamwork occurs out of view of the instructor. To gain a better understanding of what the teams are doing, we propose measuring the data exhaust generated by web-based project management, code management, and deployment management tools. To help students in our course coordinate their work with other developers, we recommend a simplified workflow based on tasks and tools, such as Pivotal Tracker, GitHub, and Heroku, common to the Agile/XP practice of Continuous Integration. We designed several tools to help us determine if students were following our recommended workflow. We analyze a current offering of a course in which students are taught our recommended workflow. Our results suggest that teams did follow the recommended workflow but at various levels of compliance; that many teams show substantial variation in compliance among individual team members; and that our recommended workflow should be expanded to explicitly address some student behaviors that we did not foresee.

1 INTRODUCTION
A common method of teaching the eXtreme Programming (XP) [4] variant of Agile software development [9] is through team-based projects. Students are put into teams of 4-6 and work on projects designing and creating a web application for several iterative cycles. Some courses may use internal projects and some may connect students with a real world customer who intends on using the software they create. We want to teach students how to be effective and disciplined developers when working in software engineering teams.

Students writing software as part of a team need to coordinate their work with other developers. Disciplined software engineering teams follow processes that make the task of coordination easier. A broad name for one important category of such processes is “continuous integration.” Continuous Integration is the process by which developers working on different project tasks complete their code and tests, have it reviewed and approved by rest of team, and integrate it into the mainline code in a timely manner [8].

Continuous Integration is just one process that makes coordinating within teams easier. Students in software engineering courses are taught many different processes to make working in teams easier. One challenge instructors face is to be able to verify whether students are learning and following the processes that are being taught. In an ideal scenario, an instructor or teaching assistant would be able to directly observe all actions each student takes. The instructor could then come to a conclusion as to whether processes are being understood and followed. However, constant shadowing is not feasible in classes where students greatly outnumber course staff.

We would still like to know how closely students are following the processes being taught. Our idea is to leverage the tools used by software engineering teams for version control, project management, and deployment to understand what students are doing. These tools all produce data exhaust that can be used to paint a picture of the actions students are taking while writing software, even if these actions are occurring out of the view of an instructor.

One obstacle to using tool data generated by students is that processes taught to students are complex and involve the usage of several tools. Any attempt to understand what students are doing needs to connect the actions they are performing across different tools. We discuss several possible methods to connect actions from different services.

Using one method of connecting events across different services, automatic tool integration, we investigated if students in an upper-division software engineering course followed our recommended processes. Our findings suggest that many teams did follow our processes, although at different levels of compliance. Teams appearing to not follow our processes may have had varying levels of student compliance. Our results also showed that some student behavior was not anticipated in our recommended workflow and should be addressed in future courses.

Our contributions are as follows:

1. We present a recommended workflow that focuses on connecting events across different services to help teach student software engineering teams how to follow the Agile practice of Continuous Integration.
2. We discuss several different methods of connecting events across services and present results obtained by using one of these methods.
3. We show how to analyze whether student teams from a course offering of a upper-division project-based software engineering course are following our recommended workflow.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 compares our approach with previous studies that introduced Continuous Integration in software engineering courses. Section 3 describes how we organize the tasks involved in Continuous Integration into a timeline of events occurring across different services. Section 4 discusses three different ways events across services could be correlated. Section 5 describes three tools we created to correlate events across different services. Section 6 outlines results from using one method to correlate events across different services for
whether its use helped students to better understand the practices of software engineering courses. An investigation of which Agile practices should be taught in software engineering courses showed that their understanding of most topics improved. By contrast, our students typically work on a project in a semester of a software engineering course. Section 7 discusses threats to validity and future work.

2 RELATED WORKS

An investigation of which Agile practices should be taught in software engineering courses [10] was based on a taxonomy of team practices as well as a field study with an established software company. When surveyed about the importance of various Agile practices, professional developers ranked Continuous Integration second most important, behind the practice of Retrospective. Their ranking supports our decision to measure if students are following the practice of Continuous Integration among other Agile practices.

Prior work introduced Continuous Integration and Test Driven Development concepts and tools to software engineering students [6]. Afterwards, students completed a week long project and were evaluated on their ability to integrate Continuous Integration and Test Driven Development into their development cycle based on tool data and qualitative assessments of their code base. In contrast, our intention is to use automated tooling to collect data and assess student compliance with recommended Continuous Integration practices.

Instructors have also introduced the practice of Continuous Integration as a means to teach software engineering to large courses of students working on the same code base with limited instructional staff [13]. Continuous Integration tools showing build failures, new code additions, and failing tests made it easy for the students and instructors to monitor class progress. However, they focused on using Continuous Integration as a means to teach a course with limited resources and not on teaching students about the practice of Continuous Integration and what processes students should be following. A comparison between that course and a newer version of the course [5] showed that most of the improvements were in student clarity regarding grading and student perception of the course, and not on explicit teaching of Continuous Integration.

More recently, some instructors have created their own Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline and tested whether its use helped students to better understand the practices of CI/CD [7]. 16 students rated their understanding of various CI/CD topics, and results showed that their understanding of most topics improved. By contrast, our students typically work on a project in teams for four two-week iterations and we use tool data to determine if students are following our recommended Continuous Integration workflow.

3 RECOMMENDED CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION WORKFLOW

In Agile development, Continuous Integration is the process of rapidly integrating new code into the main line of development to allow developers to receive fast feedback from other team members and customers [8]. We focus on the events leading up to the moment of integration. These events are part of a complex process that involves several tasks.

In particular, our recommended Continuous Integration workflow is based on “branch per feature”, in which each new software feature is entered into a project-management tool and is developed on its own code branch. In our course, students use the online project-management tool Pivotal Tracker, which represents each feature as a story that describes the new feature’s value to the customer or development team. In particular, a story is marked as “started” when a developer begins working on the associated code and tests, “finished” when the code and tests are ready to be reviewed by the rest of the team, and “delivered” when the reviewed code is merged into the main line of development and deployed for customer evaluation, in our case using the Heroku platform-as-a-service.

Using GitHub to manage a source code repository, new code can be written on a separate branch from the main branch. Developers create Pull Requests on GitHub when their code is ready to be merged into the main branch. Pull Requests can be reviewed and commented on by other members of the team. When a team approves of a new feature, the Pull Request can be merged into the main branch of code.

The list below shows how we expect the story lifecycle states to be interleaved with these code-development events; Figure 1 outlines the tasks performed as a part of a general workflow following Continuous Integration and the tools and corresponding Pivotal Tracker story state for each task.

- A developer “claims” a story in Pivotal Tracker
- The developer begins working on code and tests for the new feature, on its own branch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Tool &amp; Action</th>
<th>Pivotal Tracker Story State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing code for a new feature</td>
<td>GitHub Branch Creation</td>
<td>started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing code amongst the team</td>
<td>GitHub Open Pull Request</td>
<td>finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merging code into the main branch</td>
<td>GitHub Merge Pull Request</td>
<td>delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running tests</td>
<td>TravisCI Build</td>
<td>delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deploying code to a staging environment</td>
<td>Heroku Release</td>
<td>delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letting a customer see new feature</td>
<td>Heroku Staging Environment</td>
<td>delivered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: GitHub is a tool used for version control, Heroku is a tool used for deployment and Pivotal Tracker is a tool used for project management. We are looking for associations between Pivotal Tracker story state changes and Continuous Integration activity that should accompany those state changes. This corresponds to columns 2 and 3. Rows of event types we want to correlate are highlighted.
• The developer completes the code and tests, and invites the team to review their work
• After review, the code is merged into the main branch
• The new feature is deployed to the customer for final approval

Figure 2 organizes these tasks and story states into a timeline showing which actions on GitHub and Heroku students should be taking at each stage in a Pivotal Tracker story’s lifecycle.

Figure 2: Recommended timeline of events as part of a Continuous Integration workflow

While there are other workflows that teams can follow, this simplified workflow has worked well for our students and is a realistic reflection of the tools they use and the actions they take. We chose this simplified version as it best allows us to focus on what the processes are and how we can measure them.

4 CORRELATING EVENTS ACROSS SERVICES

The workflow we described incorporates actions on both Pivotal Tracker and GitHub, which are completely separate tools on which the student account names may even be different. To reconstruct student teams’ Continuous Integration actions, we must merge data together from different tools to generate a timeline of events, correctly interleaving the events in Figure 1. We describe three ways events can be correlated across services: automatic tool integrations, naming conventions, and correlation in time.

Automatic tool integrations. Pivotal Tracker provides functionality that enables certain events in GitHub to trigger story state changes in an associated Pivotal Tracker project. Once the GitHub repository has been manually connected to a Tracker project, any commit messages that follow certain formatting rules and include the ID number of a Tracker story cause a change in the story’s life cycle state, such as from “started” to “finished.” However, this method of associating GitHub activity with specific Pivotal Tracker stories only works if the GitHub repository and Pivotal Tracker project have been set up this way from the beginning and if students consistently follow the rules for formatting commit messages.

Naming conventions. Another way to connect events across different services is to establish naming conventions. For example, we could require that students name their GitHub branches in a predictable way that includes the ID of the Pivotal Tracker story that the branch is associated with. This method only works if the naming convention can be consistently enforced.

Correlation in time. For historical projects that neither configured automatic tool integrations nor adhered to naming conventions, we can analyze how closely correlated in time different events were. For example, whenever a team had a Pivotal Tracker story marked as “started,” the associated action is to create a branch on GitHub. If a story on Pivotal Tracker changed its state, such as from “unstarted” to “started,” we could look within a short time window around this event to see if any Git branch had been created. If any such branch was found, we could reasonably conclude that it was created specifically for the nearest story that had its state changed to “started.”

In the projects we studied, we were able to take advantage of automatic tool integration. Future work studying historical student projects may have to rely on one of the other methods.

5 TOOLS

5.1 Motivation

We had access to data from 3 semesters of an upper division (3rd and 4th year students) course on Agile software development at Berkeley. The course is aimed at students who want experience developing a medium-sized software application while working in a team. Enrollment typically reaches approximately 120 students, who are grouped into teams of 4-6. Each team collaborates with a customer, typically a nonprofit or on-campus organization, to create or extend a web application. Students work on their projects for the last 8 weeks of the course, which is broken down into four two-week iterations.

At the end of each iteration, students complete several different surveys evaluating themselves and their team for the past iteration. Students complete self-assessment surveys based on [11, 12] meant to gauge how well their team followed various Agile practices as well as set a goal for the next iteration. They also complete a peer-assessment survey allocating points to each member of the team based on their code and overall contributions for that iteration. Each student’s email is collected when they fill out their response. Each team’s customer also fills out a feedback survey at the end of each iteration, ranking the team on several questions related to their performance. Figure 3 lists an example self-assessment survey question.

Survey responses were the first data we examined to determine what teams were doing out of view of the instructor. Our goal was to standardize and compare survey responses across three offerings of the course so that all surveys could be analyzed together. This task was challenging for several reasons.

• Some questions had minor changes in wording across semesters, so we had to establish correspondence among questions.
• Response scales (e.g. 0-5 vs. 0-10) sometimes differed across semesters.

https://www.pivotaltracker.com/help/articles/github_integration/
Score Description
10 I sync with the main repo and close out my feature/bug branches daily or more often
8 I sync with the main repo regularly, but my feature/bug branches may be open for a few days
6 I sync with the main repo every few days; I resolve merge conflicts as needed when merging my changes
4 We work more or less independently but use merges and pull requests "as needed" to stay in sync
0 We do one big merge before trying to push new features to production at the end of the iteration

Figure 3: This is an example self-assessment rubric provided to teams for a question related to Continuous Integration. Some other question topics include Test Driven Development, Collective Ownership, and Pairing.

- The methods of collecting responses, and the data format of those responses, varied from semester to semester.
- The students’ email addresses as reported in their responses did not always match the identities used on the course tools, such as GitHub, Tracker, and Heroku.

To address these challenges, standardizing the responses required a combination of manual massaging and automated processing using custom scripts.

As we standardized survey responses, we created a mapping of student and project identities. A mapping of each student and project’s identity on each tool used, as well as in the survey responses, will make it easier to analyze survey and tool data together.

5.2 Pseudonymizer

To address the problem of student identifiers differing across services, we created an application that stores a mapping of both student and project identifiers for each service used in the course that we collect data from. The application is deployed as a proxy that sends and receives API requests between any of the services and a client, automatically performing the mappings. Figure 4 shows how our application lies in between clients and API services.

Without our application, each client would need to store every student and project’s identifier for each API service. Instead, our application stores this information and provides each client with a unique and randomly generated identifier, or pseudonym, for each student and project. Our application is called the "pseudonymizer" since it generates pseudonyms for students and projects, while the unique and randomly generated identifiers are called pseudonymizer IDs.

If a client previously only had a student’s real identifier for one service API, but the pseudonymizer was deployed with real student identifiers for several APIs and this client was given an API key for the pseudonymizer, it would be possible for this client to now make requests to any of the service APIs included at deployment of the pseudonymizer. However, clients must obtain an API key for the pseudonymizer in order to access any data about students.

The pseudonymizer uses special formatting in API requests sent to it by clients to determine which identifiers need to be translated. Figure 5 shows how a client would format a student or project’s pseudonymizer ID in any request sent to the pseudonymizer. The pseudonymizer looks for specific keys in the JSONs returned by service APIs in order to make a best effort attempt to translate real student identifiers back into their pseudonymizer ID counterparts.

Any clients currently making API requests directly to service APIs would only need to change the request endpoint and parameters to integrate with the pseudonymizer. Figure 6 shows an example URL a client would make a request to before integrating with the pseudonymizer. Figure 7 shows the new URL a client would make a request to. The client should include the service API endpoint as a query parameter in the request to the pseudonymizer with real student identifiers replaced with their pseudonymizer ID counterparts. The pseudonymizer IDs in the URL have been specially formatted so that the pseudonymizer knows to translate them.

The pseudonymizer is hosted in the cloud and deployed with a mapping of student and project identifiers for service APIs.

5.3 GitWrapper

One of our initial goals was to analyze historical projects in which our only option was to use time correlation. We were challenged by the fact that the GitHub API only returns the previous 90 days’ worth of activity, since the activity in the projects we were analyzing occurred much longer ago than that. To solve this challenge, we inspected the graph of Git commits to determine branch creation times, since it is common practice to write and commit code on a
branch relatively soon after creating it. We designed a service for
the convenience of clients that provides the same API as GitHub
for branches by using the commit history to extract information.

Our goal was to find the first commit on each branch in a repository and use the dates of those first commits as approximations of when each branch was created. There are two challenges to accomplishing this goal. The first challenge is finding all branches in a repository. The second is finding the first commit on each of those branches. Figure 8 shows an example Git branch structure that we will use for the remainder of this section.

Given commit ‘D’, we could list all commits from commit ‘C’ back in time to commit ‘D’ and return the creation date of the last commit in that list, commit ‘A’. Repeating this process for each merge commit would give us an estimated creation date for each branch in a repository.

We recognize that our approach will not work for all branch structures, such as merging two branches without diverged histories [1]. However, anecdotaly we have reason to believe that this approach covers the branching behavior of most students.

5.4 EventCollector
The EventCollector is a tool that we use built by collaborators. The EventCollector gathers data from service APIs and imputes a percentage of correlated events. A user can specify which services they want to correlate events from, which fields are of interest from the responses returned by APIs, and whether those events should be correlated using a time correlation window or naming conventions. This tool is described in more detail in a paper still in preparation written by our collaborators.

6 RESULTS
We analyzed projects from a summer 2020 offering of an Agile software engineering course aimed at juniors and seniors at a large US university. Small teams of students were each given the same starter code for a web application and asked to complete a set of features, some of which were common to all teams and some of which teams could choose among. A typical team consisted of three students, but a few teams contained only one or two students due to others dropping the course. Because the summer offering of the course was condensed in time, the course ran at a faster pace than it would during the academic year, so teams had a single ten-day sprint to complete all the features; during the semester, four two-week long iterations would have been more likely. Each team had a GitHub repository and a Pivotal Tracker project to track progress on the features.

Of 31 teams, four had to be removed from our data set because they showed no Pivotal Tracker activity. Two of these did not properly integrate with the course’s research tools, and two projects had no Pivotal Tracker data during the iteration. This left us with

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API ID</th>
<th>Pseudonymizer ID</th>
<th>Formatted ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>example_github_user</td>
<td>abcd1234</td>
<td>%{user}%{Resolver}%{abcd1234}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>example_github_project</td>
<td>efgh5678</td>
<td>%{project}%{Resolver}%{efgh5678}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5: Example Formatting of IDs in Request to Pseudonymizer**

https://api.github.com/repos/example_github_repo/example_github_user/pulls

**Figure 6: Example URL for Client without using Pseudonymizer**


**Figure 7: Example URL for Client using Pseudonymizer**

---

![Figure 8: Example Branch Structure](image)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Compliant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 branches</td>
<td>A &quot;started&quot; story that was connected to 0 GitHub branches</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 unique branch</td>
<td>A &quot;started&quot; story that was connected to 1 GitHub branch. This GitHub branch</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>was not connected to any other &quot;started&quot; stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 non-unique branch</td>
<td>A &quot;started&quot; story that was connected to 1 GitHub branch. This GitHub branch</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>was also connected to other &quot;started&quot; stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9: Different Story-Branch structures found in student behavior**

27 teams who had Pivotal Tracker data during their 10 day long iteration.

Students were directed to documentation\(^3\) describing how to use Pivotal Tracker’s automatic integration feature with GitHub. This feature allows teams to link a specific Git branch to a Pivotal Tracker story, after which any Pull Requests opened or merged for that branch are displayed in Pivotal Tracker with the associated story. We examined if students followed each of the 3 pairs of events in Figure 1.

### 6.1 Does Starting a Story Correspond With Creating a Branch?

In the ideal version of our recommended workflow, each Tracker story is associated with exactly one branch on Git; the branch is created when work on the story is started, and the branch is merged when the story is delivered. In practice, however, we found that the correspondence between stories and branches was not always one-to-one. Figure 9 shows the three different types of branch structures we found. We decided that only stories with their own unique branch were compliant to our recommended process, and that other story-branch structures were not ideal behaviors.

Figure 10 shows that students did not create a Git branch for each story they marked as "started" on Pivotal Tracker. Each red dot on the graph represents one team; teams completed different numbers of stories. Stories that were connected with a Git branch were denoted as **correlated**. Teams following the recommended process have the same number of "started" stories as **correlated** stories, and therefore lie along the diagonal of the graph. However, many teams had more "started" stories than **correlated** stories.

We discovered that the reason for noncompliance was the presence of the other branch structures in Figure 9. Therefore, examining only "started" and **correlated** stories does not provide enough information about these alternative branching behaviors. We categorized the different story-branch structures seen for each team in Figure 11. Teams are sorted in order of how many compliant stories they had. A compliant story is a story with its own unique branch; this branch is not connected to any other stories. We notice that some teams did not manage to connect any of their "started" stories to Git branches, while some teams manage to have every "started" story connected to its own Git branch.

In addition to understanding the compliance of each team, we were also interested in the behaviors of individual students in the team. We measured each team’s percentage of compliant stories, as well as the percentage of compliant stories for each student. A student’s compliance percentage is determined by dividing the number of compliant stories they "started" by the total number of stories they "started". A team’s compliance percentage is found by dividing the total number of compliant stories "started" by students within that team by the total number of stories "started" by students within that team. Figure 12 shows how each team’s overall percentage of compliant stories compares to the students in that team. Teams are sorted by their percentage of compliant stories. This differs from Figure 11, which is in order of how many total compliant stories they had. While most-compliant teams had all members following the recommended process, behavior varied more widely for less-compliant teams. In particular, around one-fourth of teams include at least one member who was achieving 100% compliance, but the team’s overall percentage was brought down by other members of the team.

One challenge affecting our analysis is one student might mark a story as "started", but a different student may create the branch for that story. We found that this occurred for 75 stories out of 246 total stories. Of these 75 stories, 30 of them were stories that belonged to branches with multiple stories. This suggests that a nontrivial amount (30.4%) of "started" stories were connected to a branch created by a different student, and of those stories, 40% were connected to a branch also connected to other stories.

\(^3\)https://www.pivotaltracker.com/help/articles/github_integration/
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Figure 11: Different types of branch structure for “started” stories for each team. Stories with their own unique branch are deemed compliant. Stories with 0 branches or a branch connected to other stories are non-compliant. Teams are sorted in order of how many compliant stories they had.

Figure 12: The percentage of compliant stories per student varied greatly within teams. Teams are sorted in order of their compliance percentage.

6.2 Does Finishing a Story Correspond With Opening a Pull Request?

In our recommended workflow, a story is marked “finished” when the code is ready to be reviewed, so the state transition to “finished” should be correlated with the opening of a new Pull Request in GitHub. As Figure 13 shows, many stories were marked as “finished” but were not connected with an opened Pull Request. Stories marked as “finished” might not be connected with an opened Pull Request for several reasons. If teams never connected the story with a Git branch, then there wouldn’t be a branch to find a pull request from. Alternatively, a branch may have been merged directly, without opening a Pull Request to first solicit review from team members. Neither of these behaviors is compliant with our recommended workflow.

Figure 13: Number of stories that were marked as “finished” that were connected with an Open PR on GitHub. Each red dot represents a team.

6.3 Does Delivering a Story Correspond With Merging a Pull Request?

Similarly, Figure 14 shows that many stories were marked as “delivered” but were not connected with a merged Pull Request. Compliance with this step is even lower than for the previous two steps. Stories marked as “delivered” might not be connected with a merged Pull Request for reasons similar to “finished” stories not being connected with open Pull Requests. Additionally, “delivered” stories may have had PRs opened for them, but they were not able to be merged before the course ended. (Pull requests can remain open while the team discusses the new additions and any recommended fixes are made, and as the project occurred at the end of the course and teams only had a few days to complete it, it’s possible that some opened PRs were not able to be approved by the team and merged before the course ended.)

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A few observations from the results will guide our enhancement of both the recommended workflow and the method of monitoring it in future offerings of the course.

Examine student behaviors as well as team behaviors. Teams that appear marginally compliant may include students who are following the process diligently, and teams that appear more compliant may include non-compliant students. Besides ramifications for evaluating teams, this observation suggests there may be an opportunity to incentivize students on a team to influence each others’ behavior more directly.

There are many ways not to follow an ideal process. Evaluating if students are following a recommended process is not a
simple binary classification problem. Our idealized workflow expected that students would create exactly one branch per story. But we observed many ways to deviate from this behavior, including stories that were marked as “started” multiple times, branches created for stories that were not yet marked as “started”, and multiple “started” stories sharing the same branch. Manual inspection or interviews with students would be required in this case to understand why each behavior arose; for example, while working on their first story, a student may inadvertently write code that completes another story if the stories have overlapping logic. In future offerings of the course, our workflow should explicitly identify these behaviors as examples or non-examples of compliance and give specific guidance to avoid slipping into non-compliant behavior “accidentally.”

More iterations may be better. Our data came from the summer offering of a course that is normally offered during the academic semester. This summer offering is 8 weeks long, while a fall or spring offering of this course lasts for 15 weeks. Due to the shortened time frame for summer courses, students only participated in a single ten-day long iteration; during a fall or spring offering, they would have participated in four two-week long iterations. Particularly interesting would be observing how and whether students on the same team who initially show varying levels of compliance would influence each others’ behavior over time, and whether the team as a whole improves or worsens over time as a result.

8 CONCLUSION

Instructors of software engineering courses want to know if students are understanding the processes being taught. It is difficult to know definitively if students are understanding each process since student behavior cannot be directly observed. However, we propose that instructors can use the data exhaust from tools used by students to know what student teams are doing. We present a recommended workflow for student teams that integrates project, code, and build management tools to help students coordinate the difficult task of Continuous Integration. Since our workflow attempts to connect student actions across different tools, we list several methods of doing so and report on our results using the method of automatic tool integration. Our results indicate that teams did follow our recommended workflow but at various levels of compliance. Student compliance in teams at either end of the spectrum was uniform, but teams in the middle of the spectrum had varying levels of student adherence. Our recommended workflow should be expanded to explicitly address some student behaviors we did not expect. We hope that this work allows others to design processes similar to ours and use our tools to come to interesting conclusions of their own.
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